
Version 4.12

New Features

 Buy Now, Pay Later UX enhancements — From version 4.10.11+, available Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL) options will be much clearer to the user 
during checkout. Both in the cart summary and in the cart itself, all enabled BNPL options will be displayed along with their associated installment 
options. This will allow users to clearly see the different choices available to them, and should make their purchasing decisions a little easier.

Fixes

 Buy Now, Pay Later content for master products — Some users reported that Afterpay / Openpay / Zip content was not loading on detail pages 
for master products. Wherever a master product has a price record that falls within the acceptable range for that payment type, the content should 
show. We've sorted this out so that Buy Now, Pay Later will now display on master product pages that meet the criteria, and the installment info 
will automagically change when differently priced options are selected.

 Auto-selecting product variants — Where only one option exists for a product, that variant should be auto-selected so that the customer only 
needs hit 'Add to Cart'. However, the  widget was playing up and not selecting anything. We've whipped it back into shape Product List Attributes
and single options are once again being automatically selected.

 Invoice list missing from Account Payment workflow — After selecting invoices to pay and continuing to the payment page, some users reported 
not seeing the list of invoices they'd selected. We found the issue and corrected it - all selected invoices show up again on the Account Payment 
page.

 Missing invoice in Statement display — The Account Statement Enquiry page was misbehaving and occasionally not displaying the last invoice in 
the list for a given month. We've corrected this and customers will now see the complete set of statement data.

 Custom Catalogue products not displaying in clusters — Due to an issue with the way cluster lines were rendering, products in a Custom 
Catalogue were occasionally not displaying to the end user. We've worked our developer magic to resolve the issue and your customers can 
once again browse to their heart's content.

 Delivery charges for pickup orders — Customers on certain versions were rudely being charged freight for their pickup orders on checkout. We've 
corrected this so that pickup orders on all versions are once again free (and rightly so!).

 Infinite scroll after sorting — On sites using infinite scroll for product lists, some users reported issues loading more results once they had 
changed the sort order of the products. We've now sorted this (pun intended!).

 Processing icon for freight options — On slower 3G connections, the loading of freight options during checkout can take a few extra seconds. To 
make it clear to the user that something is happening, we've added a processing spinner overlay to this widget.

 Free Shipping promo blocking PayPal window — Customers on some versions reported an issue with the PayPal payment window not opening if 
a free freight promo code had been applied in the cart. This issue has been fixed and Free Freight promos once again live in harmony with 
PayPal.
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